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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Epic Adventures – Hong Kong Honored with Silver Telly Award
– the Telly’s highest honor
Los Angeles, CA – August 3, 2015 - The Telly Awards honor the finest film and video
productions, groundbreaking web commercials and outstanding local, regional and cable TV
commercials and programs. Since 1979, their mission has been to strengthen the visual arts
community by inspiring, promoting and supporting creativity. With nearly 12,000 entries from
all 50 states and numerous countries, winning a Telly is truly an honor.
The pilot episode of Epic Adventures, “Hong Kong – Naturally” aired in May 2015 as
part of Asian-Pacific Heritage Month, subsequently winning a Silver Telly - the Telly’s
highest honor. In its premiere episode, Epic Adventures – a new travel series on PBS –
presented Hong Kong’s many offerings with host Danielle DiLorenzo hanging out over
Victoria Harbor (literally), flying off the Dragon's Back, racing dragon boats, exploring
HK's electrifying streets and markets to getting schooled in the art of Tai Chi. Danielle
DiLorenzo is well known to TV audiences from two seasons on Survivor. Epic
Adventures’ “Hong Kong – Naturally” is available to view at this link.
Epic Adventures was created by the producers and creative team of the PBS Emmyaward winning series Joseph Rosendo’s Travelscope. This new series is a mix of soft
adventure and exotic locales as our engaging provide a fresh look at various travel
destinations from mountaineering on Switzerland's Matterhorn, an elephant trek through
the remote jungles of Thailand, traversing Patagonia's rugged landscape to following in
the footsteps of Dr. Livingstone on the banks of Zambia's Zambezi River. In addition to
the adventure aspect, our hosts highlight each destination’s iconic attractions. Future
Epic Adventures will also be hosted by fitness/outdoor enthusiast Keishia Gu, featured
in the latest issue of Health Magazine. Keishia is also well known for her work in
commercials and dance.
Epic Adventures and Synchronicity Media, LLC thank Hong Kong Tourism for its
assistance with the Hong Kong production, G Adventures and The OM Collection for
their advertising support.
http://epic-adventures.tv/
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